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Informatic modeling of enamel pellicle peptides 

Abstract 

Protein to hydroxyapatite interactions govern uncountable physiologic and biomechanical 

processes. However, the solid hydroxyapatite to aqueous protein phase junction makes the interface 

notoriously difficult to characterize. This study approaches an understanding of biological protein-

hydroxyapatite binding by analyzing the 78 recently discovered human enamel pellicle peptide 

sequences (Siqueira and Oppenheim, 2009), amidst the nonsticking portions of the same and other 

proteins similarly exposed to dental enamel via salivary secretions. To interrogate the patterns within 

these heterogenous sequences, we built a comparison protocol to segregate binder sequences from decoy 

nonbinders, similar to that which we applied to artificial silica binding sequences (Oren et al., 2007), and 

extended this analysis to full protein sequences. The protocol trains substitution matrices within the 

Needleman-Wunsch dynamic programming sequence alignment algorithm, as before, and adds a matrix 

selection step to exploit the similarity in other protein sets and thereby relevantly increases the 

representation of the substitution matrix space. The matrix selection process enables pellicle 

discrimination of 0.93 receiver operating characteristic area (AUC; p≅10-15), whereupon training 

improves performance to 0.99 AUC (p≅10-26). Recapture of the 78 binding regions from the 29 parent 

proteins by the mean of sliding window fragments achieves 0.73 and 0.75 AUC with the untrained and 

trained matrices, respectively, while the worse than random accuracy of the PAM250 matrix (0.31 

AUC) demonstrates the importance of context for studying proteins of rare function. Cluster analysis of 

all-against-all self comparison suggests amino acid residue patterns for stabilizing extended beta strand 

and polyproline helix conformations; mediating calcium interactions by adjacent carboxyl and amide 

residues; mediating phosphate interactions by alternating hydroxyl moieties; and pi interactions and/or 

hydrophobic exclusion by aromatic moieties. This method and analysis can predict hydroxyapatite 

interactions of natural proteins, design new peptides with tunable binding, and further dissect 

mechanisms of protein hydroxyapatite interactions for genetic analysis and bioengineering therapies.  
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1. Introduction 

 

 A wealth of data has recently emerged to describe the proteomic environment of the human 

enamel pellicle and salivary secretions. Sequences for the peptide constituent of the human enamel 

pellicle have been identified (Siqueira et al., 2007; Vitorino et al., 2007; Vitorino et al., 2008; Siqueira 

and Oppenheim, 2009). The greater context of the salivary secretion proteome from which these proteins 

arise has been extensively explored (Hu et al., 2007), and salivary secretions have been successfully 

tapped as readily available patient samples, for example to detect cancer (Hu et al., 2008; Wei et al., 

2009; Lee et al., 2009), with resolution sufficient to distinguish resectable from nonresectable pancreatic 

cancer (Zhang et al., 2010). 

 Physiologic details of enamel binding have been explored to the extent of measuring adhesion 

strength for the saliva-derived enamel pellicle to oral bacteria system for early and late colonizers (Mei 

et al., 2009). Specific peptides have been designed to replace this pellicle handle by which oral flora 

adhere to the tooth (Li et al., 2009). Yet the mechanism of peptide to enamel adhesion is still poorly 

understood. Some mechanistic bases of enamel to hydroxypatite interactions are obvious from clues 

bestowed by nature. For example, the many aspartic acid - serine - serine (DSS) repeats in dentin 

phosphoprotein (DPP) hint that three residue spacing of carboxylates supports calcium interactions, and 

the intervening hydroxyls form favorable interactions with phosphates within the surface of forming or 

mature hydroxyapatite. These data are supported by similar or even enhanced affinities upon mutation to 

residues bearing the same functional groups but different patterns of side chain length (Yarbrough et al., 

2010).  

 Patterns within the sequences of the 78 enamel pellicle peptides should be able to be used to 

drive analysis of less obvious aspects of sequence-controlled hydroxyapatite binding. While 

contemporary biochemical analysis is driven by structure, no atomic resolution structures of proteins 

that physiologically interact with hydroxyapatite are known except porcine and fish osteocalcin (PDB 
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identifiers 1q8h and 1vzm, respectively), so structural analysis for these proteins is elusive. Meanwhile, 

no analogous regions are seen between the pellicle peptides or enamel forming proteins and the DSS 

repeats of DPP or γ-carboxy glutamic acids of osteocalcin, so homology-based-inferences from well 

understood systems are not accessible either. 

 We hypothesize that exploitable mechanistic information is present in the similarity of the 

sequences themselves. The sequence of a query peptide can be compared to the sequence of parts of 

these pellicle proteins that are not found to bind. Previously, inorganic binding sequences within a larger 

pool of phage display peptides were exploited to program amino acid substitution matrices, and 

subsequently used to design peptides with enhanced binding (Oren et al., 2007). We posit that a similar 

knowledge-based approach to learn the patterns of naturally occurring enamel binding peptides is 

possible, despite the nonidentical lengths of these peptides, and the nonrandom source of these natural 

peptides (as compared to the artificial phage display source). 

 The Needleman-Wunsch dynamic programming algorithm compares two protein sequences to 

find the optimal global alignment with respect to the scoring system being used (Needleman and 

Wunsch, 1970). The scoring system includes an amino acid substitution matrix and penalties for opening 

or extending gaps in the alignment. The more popular Smith-Waterman algorithm is essentially a variant 

of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with zeroed out negative matrix values, such that local alignments 

are optimized over the global alignments of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 

1981). However, the shortness of the pellicle peptides demands global alignments, so we proceed with 

the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. 

 As mentioned, application of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to evaluate the similarity of a 

given pair of sequences necessitates two gap penalties (open and extend) and an amino acid substitution 

matrix. These parameters need to be calculated or trained for each particular purpose. The gap penalties 

are easy to train using a simple grid search, crossing the range of permissible values for each, and 

selecting the optimal values. For example, this might involve 16*8=128 runs of the algorithm. However, 

finding the optimal values to score the potential alignment of two amino acids is a challenge 
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(Kawashima et al., 2008). For symmetric matrices the combination of 39 integer values (from -19 to 19) 

for each of 210 possible amino acid substitutions, 39210, is obviously too many to calculate (if 

asymmetric this is 39400). The amino acid substitution matrices can be calculated directly by 

comparative analysis between two sets, but unless the set is large enough to represent the relevant 

evolutionary relationships, this approach has the propensity to be too specific to the data set to connote 

biological information. 

 One technique to maintain efficacy outside of the training data set that performed well for the 

phage display binder problem was to exploit a matrix calculated using a widely diverse set of proteins 

(e.g. BLOSUM62, PAM250) and adjust this general tool for a specific purpose (Oren et al., 2007). 

Meanwhile, it is unlikely for adjustment to reach optimal performance, as coarse scoring functions 

experience the limitation of local maxima without the resolution to guide a trajectory for improvement. 

Therefore, here we sample many starting matrices from the diverse amino acid substitution matrices in 

the AAindex (Kawashima et al., 2008; accessed May 2010). We removed 19 matrices that represent 

only buried residues in small groups of proteins because the peptides studied here are not large enough 

to bury more than a few residues at a time (Koshi and Goldstein, 1995; Luthy et al., 1991). As a result, 

we considered 75 of 94 matrices. The analyses underlying all general and some contextual matrices 

should be relevant to the binder proteins, and thus might define maxima within the scoring landscape, 

greatly enhancing the efficiency of sampling. As well, markedly different accuracy for a contextual 

matrix would inform our understanding of these proteins by indicating relevance of the source protein 

set. 

 While an amino acid substitution matrix has previously been trained from an existing matrix to 

segregate binder peptides, these were artificial phage display constructs absent of evolutionary 

information (Oren et al., 2007). Moreover, comparison was less complex as these peptides presented 

uniform length. Thus it remains an open question whether this can be done for natural sequences and 

those of dissimilar lengths. 
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 Uses of a tool to distinguish enamel binding sequences include application to the emerging 

sequence data of oral flora, in search of commensal bacteria and specific hydroxyapatite interactions not 

yet observed. Such a tool could also be readily applied to study the mechanistic basis of enamel 

formation, and would be strengthened by comparison to other function prediction methods (e.g. Wang et 

al., 2008), differential aspects of calcium phosphate nucleation, hydroxyapatite maturation, and 

hydroxyapatite binding across the four vertebrate hard tissues. Novel biocompatible peptides may be 

designed with controllable affinities, used as a supplementary pellicle coat to control the attachment of 

oral flora, or as an adjuvant vehicle for controllable delivery of salivary secretion replacements (for 

example following radiation damage or Sjogren syndrome) such as anticariogenic antibiotics (He et al., 

2007), remineralizing agents (Yarbrough et al., 2010), buffers, or lysozyme (Hannig et al., 2009). 

 A caveat of the following experimental design is that decoy nonbinders are modeled, not taken 

from experiment. Omission by lack of observation is not sufficient evidence to identify nonbinders. The 

context of peptide fragments from the same secreted salivary proteins ending up in the acquired enamel 

pellicle suggests that these decoy nonbinders are placed in an environment that enables enamel 

interaction. Thus portions that do not bind may have evolved specifically to not bind enamel. Taking this 

as a hypothesis, inability to discriminate these decoys from pellicle peptides would suggest no 

differential evolution for binding versus nonbinding regions of the same proteins, validating the null 

hypothesis. 

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1. Data set 

Acquired enamel pellicle peptides - The principal data set used in this work is comprised by the 78 

acquired enamel pellicle peptides from 29 salivary proteins described by Siqueira and Oppenheim 

(Siqueira and Oppenheim, 2009). The authors swabbed electron wick paper across the buccal surfaces of 
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the central incisors and first molars in ten patients with good oral health, two hours after dental 

prophylaxis. Sample <10kDa fractionates were applied through a single in line high performance liquid 

chromatograph to electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (i.e. LC-EPI-MS/MS). Peptide 

sequences found in at least two of four processing protocols were identified by reference against the 

UniProt knowledge base human proteome (Siqueira and Oppenheim, 2009). 

Binder derivation - We aligned the Siqueira and Oppenheim peptides by hand, removed redundant 

sequences, and combined overlapping portions of the same protein. The resulting enamel binder 

fragment set includes 49 peptides, eight to 36 residues in length (Supplemental table 1). 

Decoy nonbinder derivation - To model nonbinder decoys for training and back-testing we used 

fragments of the 29 proteins not observed within the 78 acquired enamel pellicle peptides. We retrieved 

random fragments matching the number and length of the component binders in regions of the 29 

proteins not overlapping the binder sequences.  In cases for which the nonbinding stretches were not 

abundant or long enough to derive a matching set, we retrieved an additional fragment from a random 

other protein in the set. The resulting decoy nonbinder fragment set includes 49 peptides, eight to 36 

residues in length (Supplemental table 2). 

Additional background sequences - To increase information content for matrix training and to enhance 

relevance to nonpellicle proteins, we produced additional decoy peptide sets matching in length and 

quantity to the binder set. One set was produced by extracting random parts of random human proteins 

found to be secreted in the saliva. The resulting additional human proteome-derived decoy nonbinder 

fragment set includes 49 peptides, eight to 36 residues in length (Supplemental table 3). 

For the other we contrived random sequences by combination of amino acids selected to mimic 

the distribution in UniProt accessed May 25th, 2010 (The UniProt Consortium, 2007): [A 0.08559150, C 

0.01316784, E 0.06143265, D 0.05286585, G 0.07075697, F 0.04036596, I 0.05972078, H 0.02212168, 

K 0.05282025, M 0.02436435, L 0.09822349, N 0.04181098, Q 0.03893130, P 0.04786202, S 

0.06789354, R 0.05510762, T 0.05612079, W 0.01323359, V 0.06705310, Y 0.03055564]. This 

distribution is significantly different than the classic BLAST karlin.c distribution (Karlin and Feldman, 
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1981), but as it is similar to the NCBI nonredundant set, this is likely due to vastly increased genomic 

data. While the set of current available protein sequences is disproportionately rife with bacterial 

proteomes, this may enhance relevance to oral flora. The resulting additional UniProt amino acid type 

distribution-derived decoy nonbinder fragment set includes 49 peptides, eight to 36 residues in length 

(Supplemental table 4). 

Training data set combinations - Although we only used the binder and decoy nonbinder sets in 

assessment, we anticipated that representing the binders in a greater context of sequence backgrounds 

could improve training. We attempted training with and without each of the additional background 

sequence sets. 

 

2.2. Training protocol 

Similarity calculations - The total similarity score (TSS) was used to apply amino acid substitution 

matrices for the specific purpose of differentiating binder from nonbinder peptides (Oren et al., 2007). 

The basis is the raw score of a particular matrix applied with the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm 

(Needleman and Wunsch, 1970), normalized for the length of each peptide involved and the number of 

sequences in each set, summed over the input set. The training calculation used previously was the 

mathematical difference between the binder to binder TSS (TSS.bb) and the binder to nonbinder TSS 

(TSS.bn; Oren et al., 2007). Here we explore the utility of also considering the nonbinder to nonbinder 

TSS (TSS.nn) and the nonbinder to binder TSS (TSS.nb), attempted using the difference (TSS.bb + 

TSS.nn - TSS.bn - TSS.nb) or the quotient ((TSS.bb * TSS.nn) / (TSS.bn * TSS.nb)). While TSS.nn and 

TSS.nb are equivalent for symmetric matrices, not all starting matrices are symmetric. As the goal was 

to separate the scores of the binders from the decoy nonbinders, the difference between the lowest 

scoring binder and the highest scoring decoy nonbinder (or the third of each to allow for outliers) was 

also determined. 
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Gap penalties - Gap penalties were trained by selecting the maximal score in an integer grid based 

search [-16, -1] for the gap open penalty and [-8, -1] for the gap extend penalty. Gap penalties were only 

trained before altering amino acid substitution matrices. 

Amino acid substitution matrices - We selected starting matrices from 75 of the diverse 94 amino acid 

substitution matrices in the AAindex (Kawashima et al., 2008), as described in the introduction. 

Training paths - The greedy path describes the order of permutations by considering all possibilities 

and choosing that which makes the largest magnitude of improvement. We perturb the starting amino 

acid substitution matrix by either the deterministic greedy path, or by randomized trajectories. We also 

attempted to apply either local maximization by using the minimum unit of the matrix, or Monte Carlo a 

search for the global maximum by using a random value less than the maximum difference of the 

matrix. Each productive Monte Carlo step was followed by local maximization steps. We also attempted 

a set of paths wherein the importance of query versus data set amino acid and overall trends in amino 

acid type were simultaneously examined rather than amino acid type combinations (e.g. the target 

position being an alanine versus both query and target being alanine), as all sequential combinations of 

mutating columns, rows, and cells of the matrix. 

Amino acid content calculation - The amount of amino acid residue types in each peptide was used to 

score the peptide. Scores for amino acid types were calculated as the difference in abundance between 

binder and nonbinder peptides. This served as a control for the predominance of amino acid type on 

enamel binding, to ask the question of whether sequential orientation (sequence) matters. 

 

2.3. Assessment 

Leave one out protein experiments - We attempted to segregate binder from decoy nonbinders by total 

similarity score (figure 1). While it might be preferable to run an n-fold cross validation experiment, 

there are not enough peptides nor proteins in the binder set. Instead we group the binder and decoy 

nonbinder peptides by protein and remove one protein as a modified leave-one-out experiment (leave 
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out one protein). A leave one out experiment involves removing one constituent from the set, training on 

the rest, scoring the constituent, and repeating for each instance. 

Statistical metrics - The receiver operating characteristic compares sensitivity (true positives) across all 

ranges of specificity (true negatives; figure 2a). The precision recall curve compares the precision at all 

ranges of recalled selections (figure 2b). The Matthews correlation coefficient measures the correlation 

of true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives. We demonstrate here that the 

complexity of a MCC curve informs the capacity for improvement by further training, and identifies the 

threshold cutoff score that results in the most informative predictions (figure 2c). 

 

2.4. Application to full protein sequences 

 Just as identifying similarities within peptides of different length is a more complex problem 

than doing so for similar length peptides, it is less straightforward yet to recapture similar segments 

within full protein sequences. Many approaches could be taken, but we chose the goal of generating a 

score for each residue in the protein. To generate such individual residue scores the surrounding 

sequence must be considered. In the sliding window technique, all possible continuous segments of a 

particular length are taken from the sequence. We applied the sliding window approach for each unique 

length of pellicle peptides. For this problem, it is uncertain whether it would be better to choose 

segments of one particular length, or to exhaustively create segments of all pellicle peptide lengths. 

Even then, it is not known how to consider the similarity scores for the various segments to which each 

particular residue contributes. For both a single window length (the median of all peptide lengths) and 

exhaustive enumeration of the lengths, we evaluated the application of the mean of the similarity scores 

for overlying segments and the maximum score for each. We compared the predictive ability of these 

residue scores to recapture the pellicle peptides from the entire protein sequences, again leaving out all 

binders and nonbinders derived from each protein as it was evaluated (figure 3). 
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2.5. Cluster analysis 

The selected and trained matrix was applied to measure the similarity between each peptide and 

all others. A network was generated using this all-against-all matrix, for which edges were defined as 

any similarity score above the threshold cutoff corresponding to the maximum Matthews correlation 

coefficient in figure 2c. A simple force directed cluster analysis of this network was then applied to 

suggest groups and outliers, using the pairwise similarity scores as edge vectors. Cytoscape was used to 

apply the cluster analysis and depict the resulting network. Subclusters were identified by manual 

assessment. Multiple sequence alignments of the subcluster groups were produced by CLUSTALW 

using the selected and trained matrix (figure 4). 

 

2.6. Software 

 All code was written in the Python programming language version 2.5. For the Needleman-

Wunsch algorithm we used Pearson's implementation (ggsearch35) within the fasta-35.4.11 distribution 

(<http://fasta.bioch.virginia.edu/fasta_www2/fasta_down.shtml>). Multiple sequence alignments were 

generated by CLUSTALW (Larkin et al., 2007). The formalisms of the FASTA and CLUSTALW 

software suites differ such that all input values (gap penalties & matrices) must be multiplied by -1 for 

use in CLUSTALW. Statistical tools employed in the assessment were written locally and extensively 

checked against both SPSS and STATA. Depiction of assessment in figures 1-3 was performed with 

gnuplot. Clustering and depiction of the network in figure 4 was performed with Cytoscape. 

 

3. Results & Discussion 

 

3.1. Matrix selection 

 Sampling 75 matrices of AAindex (Kawashima et al., 2008) successfully identified matrices that 

segregate binders from decoy nonbinders. The performance across the existing matrices ranged from 
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segregating the majority of binders from decoy nonbinders, to assigning scores at random with respect to 

binding derivation. Figure 1 shows the distribution of scores for binders and decoy nonbinders for the 

top twenty matrices and the amino acid content calculation. Supplemental table 5 lists all in order of 

performance with receiver operating characteristic area under the curve values (AUC), probability of 

nonconcordance in an one tailed heteroscedastic Student's T-test (p), and the trained gap open and 

extend penalties. The patterns in performance appear to follow the relevance of the conceptual 

framework by which the matrices were derived, with a relevant structural context performing best, 

generalized matrices exhibiting intermediate performance, and irrelevant contexts performing at random. 

 The best performing matrix, AAindex name MEHP950102 (Mehta et al., 1995), was designed to 

align the β-strands in 38 3D-Ali protein structure families (AUC=0.925, p=3.44*10-15; figure 1). The 

matrix was not named in the original paper, so we refer to it here forth as β-3D-Ali. The relevance of the 

β-3D-Ali matrix to these peptides may be the similarity between extended conformations of beta strand 

and polyproline type II, which seems to be the secondary structure for many of these enamel binder 

peptides (Le et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2009; Lyngstadaas et al., 2009; personal communication from John S 

Evans). 

 Other top achieving matrices include two evolutionary homology matrices: FITW660101 

(AUC=0.90, p=5.15*10-15; Fitch, 1966) and MIYT790101 (AUC=0.87, p=1.69*10-12; Miyata et al., 

1979) may closely model the evolutionary relation of some of the salivary secretion enamel pellicle 

proteins (figure 1). The matrix derived from coil portions of the 3D-Ali protein set (non α-helix or β-

strand) was the third best performing matrix (MEHP950103, AUC=0.89, p=3.0*10-13), which suggests 

that coil secondary structure is nearly as relevant as β-strand or simply that α-helices are not. The 38 

3D-Ali protein structure families or the mathematical matrix derivation may be particularly relevant to 

this group of peptides, as even the α-helix derivation performs 16th best (MEHP950101, AUC=0.78, 

p=1.06*10-6). The difference between BLOSUM62 (HENS920102) and a matrix derived from the radial 

distribution of physical features also performs well (WEIL970102, AUC=0.87, p=4.82*10-12, Wei et al., 
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1997), suggesting either that similar structural context is discernable for these binders, or conversely that 

the specific lack thereof is the identifying feature; hydroxyapatite interacting proteins are largely 

disordered in solution (Le et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2009; Lyngstadaas et al., 2009). Particularly, inclusion 

of the evolutionary information for this last matrix (i.e. not subtracting the BLOSUM62 scores: 

WEIL970101) decreases accuracy by 12% AUC, suggesting the structural context is paramount. 

 The derivation of matrices with performance ranked after those discussed above is not likely to 

be meaningful, e.g. between the popular generalized PAM and BLOSUM derivations (e.g. PAM120 

versus PAM250). For example, the next best performance is for a matrix designed to find similarity in 

membrane proteins (MUET010101, AUC=0.83, p=4.10*10-9, Mueller et al., 2001). Nonetheless, the 

most popular matrices BLOSUM62 (HENS920102, AUC=0.77, p=6.71*10-7) and PAM250 

(DAYM780301, AUC=0.76, p=5.00*10-7) did achieve significant segregation, displaying 18th and 19th 

best performance of the 75 matrices in the set (figure 1).  

 Poor performance of matrices may better inform understanding of these peptides by that which is 

not relevant. A matrix derived to optimize similarity searches for exposed residues in globular cytosolic 

proteins displays the worst performance in the set (KOSJ950113, AUC=0.50, p=0.26; Koshi and 

Goldstein, 1995; figures 1 and 2). Similar inability to segregate the pellicle peptides, by derivations of 

the same proteins for other structural contexts makes clear that the pellicle peptides are very different 

than globular cytosolic proteins. Further analysis of the worst performing group of matrices shows a 

focus on evolutionary structural context by complex features of globular proteins such as nonlocal 

contacts (QU_C930101, Qu et al., 1993; MIYS930101, Miyazawa and Jernigan, 1993; AZAE970101, 

Azarya-Sprinzak et al., 1997), fragment conformations (KOLA920101, Kolaskar and Kulkarni-Kale, 

1992), and main chain torsion angles (NIEK910102, Niefind and Schomburg, 1991; figure 1). Thus, 

general structural context such as secondary structure motifs and general evolutionary derivations 

prevail in relevance to selecting enamel pellicle peptides from fragments derived from the remaining 

parent proteins. 
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 Scoring the peptides based on the distribution of amino acid types relative to binder and 

nonbinders from other proteins resulted in modest score separation (figure 1, last row). Fifty five 

matrices scored better than this calculation (AUC=0.57, p=0.010). This finding demonstrates that the 

sequential arrangement of amino acids is important to enamel binding. 

 The ability of amino acid substitution matrices to discriminate pellicle peptides from decoy 

sequences presumed to not bind enamel demonstrates unique patterns within these sequences. 

Differentiability across 29 proteins and 49 peptides gives evidence for divergent evolution of separate 

regions within the same proteins, suggesting that the regions not observed in the pellicle may have 

evolved to specifically not bind enamel. 

  

3.2. Training protocol 

 Training protocols consistently improved performance on the task of sorting binders from decoy 

nonbinders.  

Similarity calculations - All three subtraction-based similarity calculations resulted in improvement for 

the PAM250 and β-3D-Ali matrices (TSS.bb - TSSbn;  TSS.bb + TSS.nn - TSS.bn - TSS.nb;  and the 

difference between the third lowest scoring binder and the third highest scoring decoy nonbinder), 

whereas the quotient based similarity calculation did not ((TSS.bb * TSS.nn) / (TSS.bn * TSS.nb)). The 

most significant improvements in the PAM250 and β-3D-Ali matrices consistently arose from 

considering the relation of decoy nonbinders to themselves and the binders (TSS.bb + TSS.nn - TSS.bn - 

TSS.nb). These additional terms are valuable to increase the ability of the method to filter fragments 

outside of these sets as nonbinders. 

Training paths - In all cases the greedy path produced the best results, generally being the only path 

that consistently improved performance. This algorithm uses more processor time than a random or 

Monte Carlo path, as both positive and negative trajectories for each position must be considered before 
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progressing to the next step. Nonetheless, each training combination was able to reach completion in 

less than one day on a single 4.8 GHz processor. 

 The order of row or column permutations affected the resulting performance of the matrix 

enormously. Only a few random path attempts starting with rows (query amino acid type) increased 

performance, while many training conditions improved accuracy when starting with columns 

(non/binder amino acid type). These permutations were performed by altering matrix cell values en 

masse across the row or column. Most training conditions starting with individual cell permutations and 

not changing row or column values en masse did improve performance, but only slightly. Thus the 

directionality of this modified training search implicates the importance of the amino acid type 

differences between binders and decoy nonbinders, which is the context we attempted to represent in the 

trained matrices. 

 Adding Monte Carlo perturbations of columns and then rows as a last set of steps after the 

described greedy path improved performance in nearly all cases, whereas Monte Carlo perturbations of 

the cells never did. 

Training data set combinations - Inclusion of the additional background sequences into the decoy 

nonbinders improved the performance of both matrices slightly (AUC>1%) but significantly (p<0.01). 

The additional background sequences were not included as nonbinders during assessment; they were 

simply used for training. As long as inclusion of these sequences did not disrupt training we used the 

matrix trained with them, as this may enhance relevance to proteins outside the 29 enamel pellicle 

binder proteins.  

Optimal performance enhancement - We demonstrate the ability of the selected training protocol to 

improve performance in segregating binders from decoy nonbinders for two highly different amino acid 

substitution matrices. Figure 2 demonstrates marked improvement for both of these matrices by three 

rigorous statistical metrics. The β-3D-Ali matrix is improved from AUC=0.93 (p=3.44*10-15) to 0.99 

AUC (p=3.43*10-26). We present the new substitution matrix in Supplemental table 6a and isolate the 
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trained value differences in Supplemental table 6b. The PAM250 matrix was improved from AUC=0.76 

(p=5.00*10-7) to AUC=0.84 (p=4.53*10-10). 

 This analysis also demonstrates a limit to the training protocol: training the PAM250 matrix 

never achieves the accuracy of the existing β-3D-Ali matrix. This observation highlights the importance 

of selecting from a diverse set of substitution matrices, as it increases the sample space with dramatic 

efficiency (see Introduction). 

 In figure 2c, the complexity of each MCC curve informs the capacity for improvement: the 

untrained matrices each show one large local minimum, which is lost with improvement in the correlate 

trained curve. The trained matrix MCC curves are more broad and show global complexity, suggesting 

that these are near the end of the respective training paths (see Results section 3.5. Matthews correlation 

coefficient plot). 

Analysis of the β-3D-Ali trained matrix. Differences between the pairwise amino acid scores for the 

identical residue and the average (mean, µ) of all possible residue substitutes indicate the preference for 

matching the particular amino acid (table 1). For example, glutamic acid is highly important to be 

matched to a glutamic acid across enamel pellicle proteins but self match is penalized for leucine and 

arginine. 

 

3.3. Protein binding region recapture 

 The ability to discriminate binder from decoy nonbinder sequences indicates an ability to design 

new binder peptides (Oren et al., 2007). However, application to naturally occurring proteins is a 

nontrivial next step. A reasonably small peptide can be assigned one similarity score, as a single 

functional unit. But for a multifunctional protein it may be preferable to render a score for each residue 

that models the probability of involvement in binding.  

 Here we addressed the residue scoring problem by taking the batch of all possible fragments of 

length matching any in the binder set (or decoy nonbinder set, but here these are equivalent) that overlap 
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the considered position, and compare the pellicle peptide recapture accuracy to that of one median 

peptide length. We calculate total similarity scores for each fragment with the β-3D-Ali matrix, and 

compare assignment options of either the maximum value or the mean value of scores superimposing 

the position. 

 While the recapture accuracy for both options (single segment length versus enumeration) of 

using the maximum score from superimposed segments were similar (AUC=0.54 for both), taking the 

mean of all superimposed segments for the median length was yet better (AUC=0.69), and generating 

segments enumerating all lengths seen in the pellicle peptides was most accurate (AUC=0.75). The 

prediction values for the leave one protein out experiment for this mean value of enumerated window 

lengths is shown in figure 3, with by-residue accuracy described for each protein (data column labeled 

AUC). However, rigorous assessment of the trained matrix with these data is not reasonable: while the 

assessment was performed using a leave one out formalism directly, the information trained into the 

matrix in previous steps cannot be removed, and so biases this experiment. Without training, the β-3D-

Ali matrix achieves 0.73 AUC using the mean of the sliding window. 

The achievement of positive predictions within source protein sequences by the selected and 

trained matrices may not appear impressive with only 0.75 AUC. However, this is a difficult problem: 

the PAM250 matrix predicts the pellicle peptide regions with worse than random accuracy: 0.31 AUC. 

The training protocol improves predictions greatly, achieving 0.60 AUC. Considering differential amino 

acid content as described for binder fragment discrimination results in 0.62 AUC. None of the other 

matrices considered in this study performs with greater accuracy than the β-3D-Ali matrix (supplemental 

table 7). This analysis highlights the uniqueness of sequence traits within these peptides of such rare 

function, and therefore the importance of using similarity matrices with maximal relevance to any 

particular group of proteins under study. 

 Comparison of the score profiles (blue) versus experimentally derived binder sequences (red) in 

figure 3 shows that we have successfully modeled a significant subset of enamel binding mechanisms, 

and predicted other regions not yet consistently observed within the enamel pellicle. Organized with 
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highest accuracy at the top of the figure, many binder regions are selected by scores. High scoring 

regions at locations where binders have not been measured are predictions of areas that may bind 

enamel, for example the amino terminal regions of α-actin 2, cystatin-A, S100-A14, histone H2A 1-A, 

and histone H2A 1-D (figure 3).  

 

3.4. Pellicle peptide sequence cluster analysis 

To study the sequential patterns identified by the trained β-3D-Ali matrix we analyzed the all-

against-all matrix of similarity values, filtered by the threshold cutoff giving maximum information in 

the MCC plot (figure 2c), and input into a simple clustering algorithm using the similarity values as 

force vectors. Subcluster networks were identified from 2D depictions of the contiguous network, and 

aligned by CLUSTALW using the same substitution matrix (figure 4). 

The resulting multiple sequence alignments display trends for each subcluster (circles). In a 

previous study we quantitatively assessed the relative occurrence of amino acid types in functional sites, 

which are in order EKDHRSTCYNQAFGMLWIVP (one letter amino acid code; Wang et al., 2008). 

We observed strong conservation of identical amino acid type in the same order. However, the amino 

acid types most commonly involved in protein-mediated catalysis are seldom aligned with identical 

amino acid types in these peptide clusters. Rather there is tolerance for swapping amino acid identity but 

maintaining chemical moieties. For example hydroxyl-bearing residues tend to align: tyrosine, serine, 

and threonine. Generally there is not specificity seen for polar or charged residues, for example the 

second column of the fourth cluster from the left in figure 4 displays lysine, asparagine, leucine, serine, 

glutamic acid, and threonine. An exception to this tolerance is shown by the maintenance of glutamic 

acids in the fourth column of the cluster second from left. As well, two of the rarely catalytic residue 

types are most conserved in the cluster alignment columns: proline and glutamine. Generally these 

patterns suggest greater importance to structural conformation, and greater tolerance of imprecision 

allowed for chemical interactions. 
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Residues generally understood to play vastly different roles are aligned, such as arginine and 

serine appearing in a column otherwise filled by prolines. The occurrence of phenylalanines aligning 

with prolines suggests some generality to the specific contribution of prolines in these peptides that is 

assumed to represent hydrophobicity, perhaps without losing the extended conformation induced by 

proline repeats. Meanwhile it is intriguing that another of the most commonly appearing residues, 

glutamine, almost never aligns with proline. This pattern suggests specific non-interchangeable roles for 

these residues. While more rare in these sequences, asparagine does align with either prolines or 

glutamines, suggesting that side chain length may contribute to the segregation of proline and glutamine 

(the glutamine side chain extends by one more carbon than asparagine).  

Aspartic and glutamic acid residues most commonly bind calcium, yet asparagine and glutamine 

are quite common and therefore favorable candidates as well (Horst and Samudrala, 2010). Therefore 

the rareness of acidic residues to align within these sequences suggests that instead glutamines may 

contribute to calcium binding specificity. As well, it is feasible that the carbonyl could interact with 

calcium and the amine could interact with phosphates and hydroxyls of the enamel hydroxyapatite 

surface. The many adjoined glutamic acid pairs almost certainly contribute the calcium binding activity, 

where they are present. Last, calcium interactions often arise from the main chain carbonyl. It is feasible 

that this is a somewhat nonspecific pattern that would not be picked up in a sequence analysis approach 

such as that used here, but it is possible that the extended structure of proline repeats offers unbound 

electrons in an patterned conformation to promote calcium interactions. 

 The pattern of extended structures to have polar or charged residues occurring in an every-other 

pattern appears in most clusters. This pattern enables interactive moieties to present in a three 

dimensionally aligned pattern. In these clusters, this pattern appears most commonly for hydroxyl 

bearing residues which are presumed to interact with phosphates and hydroxyls of the enamel 

hydroxyapatite surface. 
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Generally we observe residue patterns for stabilizing extended conformations by stretches of 

prolines, calcium interactions by adjacent of carboxyl / amide residues, and mediating phosphate 

interactions by alternating hydroxyl moieties. 

 

3.5. Matthews correlation coefficient plot 

We designed the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) plot as a tool to give useful feedback 

for machine learning. While this tool is used in all types of prediction accuracy assessments, Matthews 

originally designed the metric for analysis of informatic methods to predict protein structure and 

function (Matthews, 1975). Yet the MCC evaluation gives just a single value. When the MCC is plotted 

across all possible threshold scores, the capacity for improvement can be assessed by interrogating the 

MCC curve for complexity in the form of sharp rises or local minima (figure 2c). In the lines 

corresponding to predictions of the untrained methods, comparison of ROC (figure 2a) and PR (figure 

2b) plots tells which method is better, but not that the worse method could be improved. The local 

minima for the untrained methods shown in the MCC plot indicates to the developer that a different 

representation of the same data could improve performance – in this case the representation is the 

comparative analysis governed by the substitution matrix. As well, while not communicated directly by 

standard PR nor ROC plots, the MCC plot directly shows the cutoff value with the most discriminative 

ability and informational content, which was useful for the sequence cluster analysis (figure 4). 

 

4. Conclusions 

 We extended the methodology for sequence-based prediction of inorganic binding peptides to 

naturally occurring peptides observed in the human enamel pellicle. We invoked a powerful step to 

efficiently sample the amino acid substitution matrix space by selecting from an existing diverse 

database of these matrices. The profile of accuracies for these matrices informs relevance of the peptide 

binders to the matrix derivation. We optimized the similarity calculation by adding the similarity of each 
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decoy nonbinder to the others and to the binders. We refined the training trajectory to first modify 

matrix columns, then rows, then cells by a greedy path, followed by Monte Carlo maximization of 

columns and then rows. We calculated an individual residue score for each amino acid in each protein, 

making these predictions relevant for application to naturally occurring proteins. Finally, we applied the 

trained matrix in a cluster analysis to describe the patterns particular to the enamel pellicle peptides, 

which informs our understanding of protein to hydroxyapatite interactions generally. 

 As seen previously for artificial phage display derived inorganic peptide binders (Oren et al., 

2007), amino acid substitution matrix methods can learn contextual patterns, now including natural 

salivary peptide enamel binders. Further understanding and predictive ability will be gained by 

considering amongst these pellicle similarity scores: endoprotease cleavage sites, post-translation 

processing, and evolutionary conservation. While no other tool known to us is available for this specific 

purpose, this analysis demonstrates the ability to understand and predict – and therefore to design 

protein to hydroxyapatite interactions. 

 Uses of this novel tool include application to the emerging sequence data of oral flora, in search 

of commensal bacteria and specific hydroxyapatite interactions not yet observed. The method can be 

readily applied to study the mechanistic basis of enamel formation and by comparison to other methods 

(e.g. Wang et al., 2008), differential aspects of calcium phosphate nucleation, hydroxyapatite 

maturation, and hydroxyapatite binding across the four vertebrate hard tissues. Novel biocompatible 

peptides may be designed with controllable affinities, used as a supplementary pellicle coat to control 

the attachment of oral flora, or as an adjuvant vehicle for controllable delivery of salivary secretion 

replacements (for example following radiation damage or Sjogren syndrome) such as anticariogenic 

antibiotics (He et al., 2007), remineralizing agents (Yarbrough et al., 2010), buffers, or lysozyme 

(Hannig et al., 2009). 
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6. Figures 
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Figure 1. The performance of existing amino acid substitution matrices, on discriminating 49 
enamel binder peptides (red) from 49 decoy nonbinders (blue). Each row corresponds to one matrix, for 
which normalized scores are plotted for each binder and decoy nonbinder sequence. Better 
discrimination is seen at top, with binders assigned higher scores (red to the right) and decoys assigned 
lower scores (blue to the left). Nonoverlap for the profiles of binder and nonbinder markers in a paired 
row would equate to perfect discrimination. Quantitative assessment is shown with receiver operating 
characteristic area under the curve (AUC) and Student’s T-test. Matrices are named according to the 
AAindex code (Kawashima et al., 2008), or simplified for textual reference. Most matrices discriminate 
more accurately than amino acid distribution, demonstrating the importance of sequential and spatial 
arrangement of residues. The separability ability of decoy sequences derived from the same proteins 
suggests that these regions which are simply not observed to bind enamel, may in fact not bind enamel 
physiologically, and may even be evolved to not bind enamel.
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d. Score separation 
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Enamel binding prediction confidence 

 
 
Figure 2. Training improves enamel binder discrimination. The β-3D-Ali.trained (solid red line, see 
key below panels a-c) and PAM250.trained (blue coarsely dashed line) matrices demonstrate increased 
predictive ability across three rigorous metrics from the β-3D-Ali (red dashed line) and PAM250 (blue 
thinly dashed line) matrices, respectively. Comparison is given to the worst performing matrix 
(ExposedContext = KOSJ950113). Both matrices (and others not shown) improved more consistently 
and strongly with the formalism TSS.bb + TSS.nn - TSS.bn - TSS.nb than any other attempted.  a. 
receiver operating characteristic curve. b. precision recall curve. c. Matthews correlation coefficient 
(MCC) curve. The complexity of each MCC curve informs the capacity for improvement: the untrained 
matrices both show a large local minimum, lost with improvement in the correlate trained curve. d. 
Score distributions (as in figure 1) show greater separation of binder (red) and nonbinder (blue) scores 
after training. 
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Figure 3. Recapture of enamel binder fragments from complete proteins. For each enamel pellicle 
protein, a row depicts predictive scores trained β-3D-Ali matrix for each residue as the elevation of the 
blue bars, and the experimentally derived pellicle peptides in red. Scores represent the mean of the 
similarity scores between all peptides derived from other proteins (leave one out experiment) and all 
possible overlapping sequence fragments of lengths matching the pellicle peptides (sliding window 
fragmentation). Overlap of high blue bars with the red segments denotes recapture of pellicle peptides 
from the parent protein. The common protein name is listed in the left column, the length is listed at far 
right (AAs), and the per-residue per-protein accuracy for retrieving binding regions is shown in the 
column titled AUC. Recapture of pellicle peptides from the translated sequence is better than average for 
21 of 29 proteins, with a by-residue AUC of 0.75 across all proteins. Recapture of binder fragments 
within the complete proteins suggests that the substitution matrix prediction algorithm (Pellitrix) has 
learned a subset of enamel binding mechanisms. This analysis demonstrates novel ability to understand, 
predict, and potentially design protein to hydroxyapatite interactions.  
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Figure 4. Cluster analysis of an enamel pellicle peptide sequence similarity network. Shown is the 
relation of the 78 peptide sequences (nodes) analyzed and depicted with a Cytoscape force directed 
clustering algorithm weighted by the trained β-3D-Ali matrix similarity scores. The initial network was 
generated from an all-against-all matrix of these scores, for which edges were defined as any similarity 
score above the threshold cutoff corresponding to the maximum Matthews correlation coefficient in 
figure 2c. The magnitude of similarity between pairs of peptides is shown as increasing from green to 
violet (edges). Protein names that appear multiple times indicate alternate peptides derived from the 
same protein. Nodes were adjusted minimally to allow viewing of protein names. The multiple sequence 
alignments display trends for each subcluster (circles), which suggest residue patterns for stabilizing 
extended beta strand and polyproline helix conformations; mediating calcium interactions by adjacent 
carboxyl and amide residues; mediating phosphate interactions by alternating hydroxyl moieties; and pi 
interactions and/or hydrophobic exclusion by aromatic moieties. 
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 self-μ 
E  1.07 
C  0.50 
M  0.45 
W  0.43 
Y  0.35 
F  0.26 
P  0.19 
H  0.18 
I  0.17 
Q  0.08 
T  0.07 
K  0.07 
V  0.07 
G  0.01 
S -0.06 
D -0.11 
A -0.23 
N -0.29 
L -2.42 
R -2.72 

Table 1a.  
 
      difference    final 
GA -0.80  1.63 
KL -0.70  1.69 
SC -0.70  1.51 
YD -0.30  1.42 
SP -0.30  1.17 
DA -0.30  0.86 
VH -0.04  1.17 
SG  0.40  0.51 
YH  0.60  0.63 
FR  1.86 -0.60 
TI  2.07 -0.80 
PM  2.14 -0.80 
WM  2.45 -1.10 
LL  2.52 -1.40 
WC  2.57 -1.10 
VL  3.05 -1.70 
WT  3.32 -1.90 

Table 1b. 
 
Table 1. Analysis of the β-3D-Ali trained matrix. A. Difference between the pairwise amino acid 
score for the identical residue and the average (mean, µ) of all possible residue substitutes. These data 
indicate the preference for matching the particular amino acid, where glutamic acid is highly important 
to be matched to a glutamic acid across enamel pellicle proteins but self match is penalized for leucine 
and arginine. B. The amino acid pair values altered in training the β-3D-Ali matrix to more accurately 
separate enamel pellicle peptides from nonbinder decoys. The differences from the original values after 
training the matrix suggest unique features of these enamel binding peptides relative to other beta 
strand-like structures. 
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7. Supplement 

P01036_1: EVPWEDRMSLVN 
P01040_1: KTNETYGKLE 
P01040_2: TYGKLEAVQY 
P01040_3: SLPGQNEDLVLTG 
P01833_1: ASVDSGSSEEQGGSSRAL 
P02647_1: REQLGPVTQEF 
P02768_1: PLVEEPQNLIK 
P02768_2: AVMDDFAAFVEK 
P02788_1: ESTVFEDLSDEAER 
P02808_2: DSSEEKFLR 
P02808_5: RIGRFGYGYGPYQPVPEQPLYPQPYQPQYQQYT 
P02810_1: IDEERQGPPLGGQQSQPS 
P02810_11: GPPPPPPGKPQGPPPQGGRPQGPPQGQSPQ 
P02810_13: GPPQQGGHQQGPPPPPPGKPQ 
P02810_2: DDGPQQGPPQQGGQQQQGPPPPQGKPQ 
P02812_2: GKPQGPPPQGGNQPQGPPPPPGKPQGPPPQGGNKPQ 
P04080_1: QTNKAKHDELTYF 
P04083_1: FIENEEQEYVQTVK 
P04083_2: TPAQFDADELR 
P04280_2: PQGPPPQGGNKPQGPPPPGKPQGPPPQGDK 
P04406_1: SEGPLKGILGY 
P04406_2: SSDFNSDTHSSTF 
P04745_1: SGNEDEFR 
P04745_2: ALVFVDNHDNQR 
P04745_3: IYQEVIDLGGEPIK 
P04745_4: AHFSISNSAEDPFIAI 
P04745_5: TGSGDIENYNDATQVR 
P05164_1: DFVNCSTLPALNLASW 
P06702_1: SVKLGHPDTLNQGEFKEL 
P06733_1: NGWGVMVSH 
P06733_2: SERLAKYNQLLRIEEE 
P08779_1: EVFTSSSSSSSRQ 
P15515_1: YGDYGSNYLYDN 
P20671_1: RNDEELNKLLGKVTIA 
P30044_1: APIKVGDAIPAVEV 
P31151_1: HKQSHGAAPCSGGS 
P47929_1: GGDVQLDSVRIF 
P62736_1: VGDEAQSKRGILTL 
P62736_2: AASSSSLEKSYELPDGQVI 
Q01546_1: GVFGGVSGSGSGGYK 
Q01546_2: SGGGGSTSIRFSQTTSSSQHSSTK 
Q96QV6_1: TIAQGGVLPNIQAV 
Q9HC84_1: SSPSPAPGCDNAIP 
Q9HC84_2: AQAQPGVP 
Q9HCY8_1: NFHQYSVEGG 
Q9HCY8_2: RSFWELIGEAAKSVKLE 
Q9HCY8_4: QEFSDVERAIETLI 
Q9HCY8_5: IANLGSCNDSKL 
Q9UBG3_1: TEGNCTALTRGELKR 
 

Supplemental table 1. Nonredundant pellicle peptide binder sequences. The 78 peptides identified 
by Siqueira and Oppenheim were aligned by hand, and filtered for redundancy. The resulting set 
includes 49 peptides, eight to 36 residues in length. 
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P01036_1 ATLAGALASSSK 
P01040_1 IVDKVKPQLE 
P01040_2 SEAKPATPEI 
P01040_3 TPEIQEIVDKVKP 
P01833_1 GSFSVVITGLRKEDAGRY 
P02647_1 SQFEGSALGKQ 
P02768_1 PNLPRLVRPEV 
P02768_2 CTVATLRETYGE 
P02788_1 QGLKSCHTGLRRTA 
P02808_1 EEKFLRRIG 
P02808_2 MKFLVFAFILALMVSMIGADSSEEKFLRRIGRF 
P02810_1 LLILLSVALLAFSSAQDL 
P02810_2 LLSVALLAFSSAQDLDEDVSQEDVPLVISD 
P02810_3 AFSSAQDLDEDVSQEDVPLVI 
P02810_4 SSAQDLDEDVSQEDVPLVISDGGDSEQ 
P04080_1 SQLEEKENKKFPV 
P04083_1 LRRVFQKYTKYSKH 
P04083_2 AMVSEFLKQAW 
P04280_1 LLILLSVALLALSSAQNLNEDVSQE 
P04280_2 LILLSVALLALSSAQNLNEDVSQEESPSLI 
P04406_1 DPSKIKWGDAG 
P04406_2 FQYDSTHGKFHGT 
P04745_1 FWLLFTIG 
P04745_2 ALECERYLAPKG 
P04745_3 IHNPFRPWWERYQP 
P04745_4 RTSIVHLFEWRWVDIA 
P04745_5 MKLFWLLFTIGFCWAQ 
P05164_1 TSFVDASMVYGSEEPL 
P06702_1 MTCKMSQLERNIETIINT 
P06733_1 QLADLYKSF 
P06733_2 FRSGKYDLDFKSPDDP 
P08779_1 GIGGGSSRISSVL 
P15515_1 FFVFALVLALMI 
P20671_1 RDNKKTRIIPRHLQLA 
P30044_1 YILVGGAGGQSAAA 
P31151_1 MIDMFHKYTRRDDK 
P47929_1 SWGREERGPGVP 
P62736_2 CEEEDSTALVCDNGSGLCK 
Q01546_1 VCISVVSNVTSTSGS 
Q01546_2 RSGGAGGGACGFRSGAGSFGSRSL 
Q96QV6_1 AAVLEYLTAEILEL 
Q9HC84_1 NWEQEGVFKMCYNY 
Q9HC84_2 HTPPVPNT 
Q9HCY8_1 AEDAQEFSDV 
Q9HCY8_2 AEDAQEFSDVERAIETL 
Q9HCY8_3 ANAEDAQEFSDVER 
Q9HCY8_4 QCRSANAEDAQE 
Q9UBG3_1 LQNINGIIEAFRRYA 
 

Supplemental table 2. Decoy nonbinder set. Peptide sequences were derived from the same 29 
proteins that are the source of the binder peptides used in the experiments. Random starting points were 
attempted throughout each protein sequence, iteratively searching for areas not overlapping with any of 
the 78 binder regions, and of equivalent length and quantity to the binder peptides from the same 
protein. If it was not possible to derive nonbinder sequences of equal length and quantity in the same 
protein, due to coverage of the binder regions, a random alternate source protein was used. 
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1 PKEPPSLDQLRA 
2 NWDLQQGLLR 
3 CGLNKLEKRD 
4 TVLLEVKFIQGNL 
5 KAEEKAKEIAKMAEMLVE 
6 PPGNPQSIYYH 
7 YLKSLKQEFEM 
8 VKRPSPESQSNN 
9 LPIWGHFPAAARTR 
10 VPDRMCRHN 
11 GSREDSPMSPSDTQDQKRTLRPPSRHGHSVVAP 
12 PPSGNQNGAEGDQINASK 
13 KSQEGQGSILETITLIQDCKDTLELIETEL 
14 SADELQKMLQEDELRDAVLLV 
15 ETIKLGNLPTGSFSSSSPSSSSSRQTV 
16 SVDSPALTRFFTFHFILPFIIAALAALHLLFLHETG 
17 AQPLPPPHGTASL 
18 QQQGDTPAVSSSVT 
19 YKSFCREEKEW 
20 PPGHQDVSERRLDTQRPQVTMWERD 
21 RNPSRSTCPTWWYTMQAPTSSRGTALGGCP 
22 AGMNAAVRSAV 
23 SFDLGRQFLFHWT 
24 SRRDDLES 
25 QEGIQALPYQLS 
26 YSPQMQSAPKRWRE 
27 LFLFTTPCRLVRPVQN 
28 ANISVLFGFINFFLWA 
29 TGAWIFTGGVNTGVIR 
30 TLLVNRKDAMWVPCLVSI 
31 QAATPKIFN 
32 YVDDTLFVRFDSDATS 
33 AAFSPTFPIYMVF 
34 NGVQLQQQKNKEMEQL 
35 PQGLPGSRGELGPV 
36 LSCLLGPPEAASQG 
37 ETRPAGDRTFQK 
38 SIQSLLDEPNPNSP 
39 YDSDWNPQVDLQAMDRAHR 
40 HEVNELTSSRLLKLE 
41 KHWSGFLREAFTDADNFGIQFPRD 
42 DNIPCKKCVVVGNG 
43 QVIQSLIALVNDPQ 
44 DFQEERDF 
45 KIPVRSQKRT 
46 SRLDSCIWKLLVKALYS 
47 VSPTVLDMWGQEGT 
48 PPLDPTPFPNSF 
49 SLSIEDTFESISELG 
 

Supplemental table 3. Additional decoy nonbinder set derived from random parts of human 
proteins. Peptide sequences were derived randomly from the human proteome to match the size and 
quantity of the binder set used in the experiments. 
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1 NETMPLRARYGH 
2 AANPLIVMCM 
3 FRATRAWMEL 
4 ILYTIFPKVCPPE 
5 RNVGLCVTLNDNQELALK 
6 GKADTLSHGSV 
7 FGRLTLSRGLS 
8 IPDLRDDRDRVI 
9 LELSTAALPLLGTM 
10 ARILVGHES 
11 CQDAGDIPQEYCPVGEPAEGNRKSDADCTGCLG 
12 ETASEPESFDLWFGVADN 
13 ILVAMGTNFLTEYDSTRESQCTPYKTTRFV 
14 WNLQCPNATFKTQRQVGDSNE 
15 LAEYLSCPRTLESFRFYMADDLPGYRA 
16 DREPAAKSKQGGLRETDSKSSLAWDQVQGQLFKVRT 
17 LVTAVYPGPMINS 
18 PSPCTEFLGANANA 
19 TLGLRKELKPP 
20 ANSLYGPNIEAKKQILMPEPAYAGS 
21 KKASQLHMVDRTNVKLHSKITGQMLRVDGR 
22 SIIDVLRDHGH 
23 VWTRVDAGSLGDF 
24 NTSQSTPA 
25 MMVFPQLLRRHD 
26 IILPEEASSAGPKA 
27 RLPHGRMPVEQPEMLC 
28 AVKEGVVNTAPPLHQD 
29 WKPDGPPDKRHKITLK 
30 ASGGRGNAPPSSWGGILA 
31 NYLRRPKDM 
32 MTMEKPDGSRSEYVFW 
33 TTQDPIDDLGTRL 
34 HPHETLLDRLVFAETF 
35 GWRETPQTYLALEY 
36 QDVVAIPIMFQIDE 
37 YVNDTYMSLDLP 
38 VHLIIEEEKNAPKE 
39 MAISTGSSPKAAAQALHAQ 
40 PDTGREPGESTILDG 
41 AFYDYRYAMGKVHIRQETDPPQYQ 
42 GLQDARLHGHGYDG 
43 EKDLQGPDGELTND 
44 DSISSDKR 
45 STSFVFGSAE 
46 QMLVIAAERTSPYGHTY 
47 CADLEDPVSLVYRP 
48 VPYLMIYELQDP 
49 TGRQYALEAHKQPYK 
 

Supplemental table 4. Additional decoy nonbinder set derived from combinations of residues 
randomized to the incidence in UniProt. Contrived peptide sequences were built from sequential 
combination of amino acids randomly selected to match the probability distribution of each residue type 
in UniProt to match the size and quantity of the binder set used in the experiments. 
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 AAindex name gop gep ROC AUC Student's T-test 
 Amino acid  distribution 0.571455 0.010214850 
1. MEHP950102 -5 -2 0.924941 3.44095*10^-15 
2. FITW660101 -8 -7 0.898479 5.15462*10^-15 
3. MEHP950103 -7 -1 0.890563 2.99985*10^-13 
4. WEIL970102 -4 -3 0.870570 4.82138*10^-12 
5. MIYT790101 -16 -6 0.869413 1.69328*10^-12 
6. MUET010101 -9 -3 0.834132 4.10195*10^-09 
7. ALTS910101 -5 -1 0.833628 7.07831*10^-09 
8. DAYM780302 -5 -1 0.823590 1.19290*10^-07 
9. CROG050101 -9 -1 0.822309 2.12069*10^-08 
10. OVEJ920101 -4 -3 0.815419 2.31327*10^-08 
11. JOHM930101 -8 -3 0.812983 4.80010*10^-08 
12. FEND850101 -16 -8 0.793368 1.44116*10^-07 
13. PRLA000102 -15 -1 0.788663 5.74555*10^-07 
14. HENS920101 -7 -2 0.787656 2.19269*10^-06 
15. HENS920103 -2 -7 0.785997 4.72036*10^-07 
16. MEHP950101 -3 -3 0.779465 1.06235*10^-06 
17. HENS920104 -10 -1 0.777218 9.12226*10^-07 
18. HENS920102 -7 -4 0.765184 6.71431*10^-07 
19. DAYM780301 -4 -4 0.762180 4.99556*10^-07 
20. GRAR740104 -6 -1 0.760899 2.98544*10^-06 
21. MUET020101 -9 -1 0.756888 9.68398*10^-07 
22. PRLA000101 -3 -1 0.755545 5.13833*10^-06 
23. WEIL970101 -3 -3 0.751136 1.51861*10^-06 
24. BENS940103 -5 -2 0.749056 6.19061*10^-06 
25. DOSZ010104 -6 -4 0.747521 1.10033*10^-05 
26. HORJ100101 -16 -1 0.740382 5.27549*10^-06 
27. MCLA710101 -16 -8 0.736056 3.89421*10^-05 
28. NGPC000101 -7 -2 0.733389 9.70233*10^-06 
29. BENS940102 -1 -5 0.731268 1.42807*10^-05 
30. RIER950101 -16 -8 0.730239 2.12551*10^-05 
31. GONG920101 -4 -3 0.728264 1.17571*10^-05 
32. MUET020102 -8 -2 0.723456 1.29363*10^-05 
33. BLAJ010101 -15 -7 0.721732 4.36085*10^-05 
34. GEOD900101 -14 -7 0.719148 3.40237*10^-05 
35. KAPO950101 -16 -8 0.717952 0.000156902 
36. BENS940101 -9 -1 0.697097 4.25286*10^-05 
37. DOSZ010102 -3 -1 0.688361 0.000307285 
38. JOND920103 -2 -6 0.680066 7.46935*10^-05 
39. MOHR870101 -15 -3 0.674459 0.001385479 
40. OGAK980101 -1 -1 0.670278 0.003566957 
41. LEVJ860101 -1 -2 0.666729 0.000108593 
42. VOGG950101 -14 -7 0.660557 0.002832480 
43. OVEJ920104 -2 -1 0.657660 0.220723040 
44. LINK010101 -2 -1 0.657660 0.220723040 
45. RISJ880101 -6 -5 0.657614 0.005727649 
46. OVEJ920105 -2 -1 0.653333 0.116641516 
47. BENS940104 -4 -4 0.643208 0.000882362 
48. RUSR970101 -12 -8 0.637517 0.017027975 
49. RUSR970102 -4 -5 0.632350 0.004573817 
50. QUIB020101 -12 -1 0.629768 0.002164891 
51. QU_C930103 -10 -4 0.622017 0.036218923 
52. KANM000101 -16 -8 0.612820 0.001669833 
53. NAOD960101 -15 -8 0.599462 0.010331570 
54. JOND940101 -11 -7 0.595766 0.006558219 
55. DOSZ010103 -2 -8 0.576423 0.047392014 
56. AZAE970102 -15 -8 0.566490 0.021444273 
57. GIAG010101 -3 -5 0.556809 0.181691107 
58. DOSZ010101 -16 -8 0.555486 0.167190766 
59. KOSJ950103 -16 -2 0.550341 0.428519836 
60. NIEK910101 -2 -1 0.548556 0.085682058 
61. CSEM940101 -2 -1 0.548094 0.064262364 
62. MCLA720101 -11 -4 0.545972 0.379957446 
63. KOLA920101 -16 -8 0.545469 0.201715605 
64. KOSJ950111 -12 -4 0.544208 0.464242377 
65. QU_C930102 -1 -2 0.543327 0.158554015 
66. KOSJ950114 -16 -7 0.542403 0.413211095 
67. KOSJ950115 -16 -6 0.542065 0.424915138 
68. NIEK910102 -2 -1 0.542003 0.105855144 
69. TUDE900101 -14 -8 0.541707 0.470630866 
70. AZAE970101 -16 -8 0.538160 0.049520978 
71. MIYS930101 -3 -1 0.535074 0.408049971 
72. KOSJ950107 -14 -7 0.531187 0.418971016 
73. QU_C930101 -2 -1 0.529046 0.129084040 
74. RUSR970103 -6 -8 0.522535 0.287346652 
75. KOSJ950113 -16 -8 0.504052 0.256583719 
 

Supplemental table 5. Selection of the β-3D-Ali matrix indicates a strong preference of the pellicle 
peptides for beta strand-like structures. 
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0.98  A  0.75 
0.72  R  0.80 -2.00 
1.09  N  0.71  2.00  0.80 
0.77  D  0.86  2.00  0.69  0.66 
0.57  C  0.75  0.84  0.72 -2.00  1.07 
0.72  Q  0.68  0.83  0.71  0.64  0.65  0.80 
0.93  E  0.63  0.82  0.74  0.58  0.69  0.73  2.00 
0.96  G  1.63  2.00  0.71  0.61  0.80  0.78  0.87  0.97 
0.81  H  0.79  0.92  0.78  0.68 -2.00  0.79  0.78  0.71  0.99 
1.16  I  2.00  1.23  1.12  2.00  0.96  1.10 -2.00  2.00  1.24  1.33 
1.02  L  0.97  1.05  0.97  2.00  0.84  1.07  1.12  2.00  1.07  1.21 -1.40 
0.71  K  0.65 -2.00  2.00  0.64  0.79  0.75  0.78  0.76  0.82  1.11  1.69  0.78 
0.60  M  2.00  1.14  0.92  0.93  0.97 -2.00  2.00  1.18  0.96  2.00  1.06 -2.00  1.05 
1.07  F  1.16 -0.60  2.00  1.17  1.04  1.07  1.17  1.30  1.05  1.54  1.27  1.11 -2.00  1.33 
0.63  P  0.77  1.03  2.00  0.75  0.67 -2.00  2.00 -2.00  0.83  1.30  1.21  0.92 -0.80  2.00  0.82 
1.02  S -2.00  0.99  0.84  0.77  1.51  0.85  0.92  0.51  0.85  1.24  2.00  0.89  1.15  1.28  1.17  0.96 
1.09  T  2.00  2.00  0.99  2.00  0.93  1.02  1.11  1.03  2.00 -0.80  1.18  1.09  2.00  1.32  0.93  1.10  1.16 
0.79  W  1.18  1.33  0.95 -2.00 -1.10  2.00  1.33  1.28  1.18  1.71  1.37  1.11 -1.10  1.31  1.09  2.00 -1.90  1.22 
0.96  Y  1.23 -2.00  1.08  1.42  1.22  2.00  1.31  1.27  0.63  1.51  1.41  1.18  1.23  1.34 -2.00  1.41  1.46  1.29  1.31 
1.34  V  2.00  2.00  1.05  0.99  2.00  2.00  1.08  1.09  1.17  1.42 -1.70  1.06  1.22  1.51  2.00  2.00  1.27  1.63  1.60  1.41 
          A     R     N     D     C     Q     E     G     H     I     L     K     M     F     P     S     T     W     Y     V 
mean     0.98  0.72  1.09  0.77  0.57  0.72  0.93  0.98  0.81  1.16  1.02  0.71  0.60  1.07  0.63  1.02  1.09  0.79  0.96  1.34    

Supplemental table 6a.  
 
A    0.0 
R    0.0  2.9 
N    0.0 -1.12   0.0 
D   -0.3 -1.37   0.0   0.0 
C    0.0   0.0   0.0  2.67   0.0 
Q    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
E    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 -1.26 
G   -0.8 -1.16   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
H    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  2.69   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
I  -0.89   0.0   0.0 -0.94   0.0   0.0  3.15 -0.75   0.0   0.0 
L    0.0   0.0   0.0 -1.04   0.0   0.0   0.0 -0.91   0.0   0.0   2.52 
K    0.0  2.84 -1.28   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   -0.7   0.0 
M  -1.03   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  2.97 -1.04   0.0   0.0 -0.84    0.0  3.03   0.0 
F    0.0  1.86 -0.89   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0   0.0  3.21   0.0 
P    0.0   0.0 -1.09   0.0   0.0  2.83 -1.25  2.75   0.0   0.0    0.0   0.0  2.14 -0.93   0.0 
S    2.8   0.0   0.0   0.0  -0.7   0.0   0.0   0.4   0.0   0.0  -0.91   0.0   0.0   0.0  -0.3   0.0 
T  -1.03 -0.92   0.0 -1.12   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 -1.09  2.07    0.0   0.0 -0.89   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
W    0.0   0.0   0.0  3.04  2.57 -0.83   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0   0.0  2.45   0.0   0.0 -0.66  3.32   0.0 
Y    0.0  3.25   0.0  -0.3   0.0 -0.89   0.0   0.0   0.6   0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  3.29   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  
V  -0.95 -0.92   0.0   0.0 -1.09 -0.97   0.0   0.0 -0.04   0.0   3.05   0.0   0.0   0.0 -0.87 -0.79   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
     A     R     N     D     C     Q     E     G     H     I      L     K     M     F     P     S     T     W     Y     V 

Supplemental table 6b. 
 
Supplemental table 6. The β-3D-Ali trained matrix. A. Shown are the matrix values used for pairwise 
comparison of query to target (non/binder) amino acids. Selection of the β-3D-Ali matrix indicates a 
strong preference of the pellicle peptides for beta strand-like structures. B. The differences from the 
original values after training the matrix to more accurately separate enamel pellicle peptides from 
nonbinder decoys. 
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Matrix  AUC 
Amino acid 0.62296 
β-3D-Ali.trained 0.747826 
β-3D-Ali  0.729073 
PAM250  0.30579 
PAM250.trained 0.599935 
FITW660101 0.388413 
MEHP950103 0.395533 
WEIL970102 0.447691 
MIYT790101 0.674203 
MUET010101 0.656208 
ALTS910101 0.265071 
DAYM780302 0.393519 
CROG050101 0.296515 
OVEJ920101 0.49497 
JOHM930101 0.406083 
 

Supplemental table 7. Protein binding region recapture by matrix. Accuracy values are shown for 
relative amino acid content, before and after training for the β-3D-Ali and PAM250 matrices, and the 
matrices which performed in the top 10 for binder peptide discrimination. [I will add all the values for 
all the rest of the matrices before submission, but this calculation is not completely automated, so it’s a 
bit slow] 
 


